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Abstract
Internet of Things (IoT) is turning into an essential part of daily life, and numerous IoT-based scenarios will be seen in
future of modern cities ranging from small indoor situations to huge outdoor environments. In this era, navigation
continues to be a crucial element in both outdoor and indoor environments, and many solutions have been provided in both
cases. On the other side, recent smart objects have produced a substantial amount of various data which demands
sophisticated data mining solutions to cope with them. This paper presents a detailed review of previous studies on using
data mining techniques in indoor navigation systems for the loT scenarios. We aim to understand what type of navigation
problems exist in different IoT scenarios with a focus on indoor environments and later on we investigate how data mining
solutions can provide solutions on those challenges.
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1 Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) can be deemed as a fast growing
technology the fundamental idea of which is to connect all
the physical devices. since we are living in a world in
which many are seeking to create machines which can
think independently, data mining has widely proved to
make an IoT system smarter, which is a convincing
explanation for the achievements of IoT.
The IoT devices are able to provide safe, reliable and
efficient solutions especially in high-risk Environ-
ment,health and safety (EHS), Montbel Thibaud et. al. have
reviewed existing published research on IoT-based appli-
cations in EHS industries with specific emphasis on health-
care, food supply chain, mining, energy, intelligent trans-
portation, building and infrastructure management [1]. We
could mention many other IoT application such as face
recognition using neural learning techniques [2] which
could be useful for blind people to navigate them easily
with the help of a smart phone [3, 4]. In all IoT applica-
tions, different types of data must be collected and ana-
lyzed [5], depend on the type of data, different techniques
must be applied and make prediction so DM techniques
should to deal with the high convergence of the IoT data
which are quickly produced. In [6] DM techniques for IoT
are examined. In [7] also present an approach for fusing
noisy fingerprints with distance bounds for indoor
localization.
On the other side, positioning systems have had a major
role in the application for IoT including supply chain
management and logistics [8]. These solutions have already
been executed with RFID chips and can be categorized
among the first IoT applications produced thus far. The
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and buildings is one of the most critical functions in that
area. The primary objective of any smart home might be to
categorize human activities at home or in an indoor envi-
ronment. Noury et. al. [9] have demonstrated the capability
of the today’s smart home to identify human activi-
ties.Navigation and positioning via smart phones are highly
useful in daily life.
The technology of GPS satellite started to be widely
accessible in the late 90’s. Nowadays almost all people
possess a gadget with positioning functions such as a tablet,
smart phone, GPS tracking device or even a watch having
built-in GPS. The GPS greatly modified outdoor position-
ing. Despite this, GPS-based navigation fails working
wherever visual contact to several GPS satellites is not
available. Nor is it possible to figure out the floor level
which a device is placed on. The biggest issues of these
systems include regions of non-line-of-sight (NLOS) con-
ditions, presence of high multi path propagation and low
signal strength available. Today, positioning technology
runs indoor creating various possibilities for indoor use.
More complications take place in using GPS for indoor
positioning than for outdoor one. The main reason is that a
particular infrastructure should be set up indoor. Research
concerning indoor navigation systems (INSs) has increased
due to the development of IoT, most of which relies on
good wireless sources and signals. In complex facilities
which consist of many floors like exhibition halls, airports,
hospitals, railway stations, shopping malls, office and
industry buildings, precise navigation such as road traffic
navigation is needed. In cases of asset and staff tracking,
location based services and Geo-fencing, an accurate
location recognition is required. For positioning to work
indoors, where individuals spend the majority of their time,
new technological innovations are necessary. Smart phones
having cameras can identify that pattern and look it up in
an on line database to establish their position. Various
positioning technologies are used by IoT to execute indoor
navigation and indoor positioning. More and more studies
are being conducted in this field.
Only fifty percent of the solution is determining the
location of a person or device indoors. Service providers
have to have accurate indoor maps, if the location is to be
used for navigation or some other objectives. One of the
main problems in dealing with complexity difficulties has
always been formalization of the intuitive conceptual dif-
ference between the substantial number of variances in
relationships existing in random collections, and some-
times the relationships between elements in systems in
which constraints (associated with correlation of otherwise
independent components) concurrently lessen the varia-
tions from element independence and produce identifiable
regimes of more-uniform relationships, or interactions.
These results have ambiguities and irregularities which
make it complicated to understand. Traditional database
technologies were not intended for huge data volumes, in
addition database technologies are not fast enough to assess
data.
Data mining can be explained as a process in which
examining data takes place with the purpose of finding out
patterns and trends. It checks databases for covered pat-
terns, thereby discovering predictive information that spe-
cialists might overlook simply because it is placed beyond
their expectations, DM creates a perspective to showing a
path that will enable us to offer advantages in an effective
way and concentrate on the issues, a significant piece of
this value equation is the time and cost it usually takes to
produce new statistics to the issue. Data mining can be
applied in numerous areas of Indoor Positioning system in
order to estimate and find out trends.
It is a practical solution for looking to obtain a com-
petitive edge. In the past, we could only assess what INSs
Devices or clients had done. Today, however, thanks to
data mining, we are able to forecast what client will do.
With data mining, INS can make more successful decisions
in advertising and marketing. Such decisions will also
allow INS to expand. Robust and Accurate positioning in
indoor environments is a demanding job, particularly
because of the modeling of the environment that can carry
out large-scale models of the environment and the tag
population and the usage of VAs for localization permits to
identify the position of a certain target with using only
through one physical anchor node.
This technique of localization has been called multi-
path-assisted indoor navigation and tracking (MINT).
Besides the MINT approach, synergy amongst users was
presented in [10] to get over the problem of a multi modal
possibility because of data-association ambiguities. Dis-
tance measurements between cooperating users have been
traditionally used to non-cooperative MINT measurements
to a known anchor node. No specific study on surveying
data mining techniques in Indoor Navigation System exists.
This study considers accurate and robust Indoor Localiza-
tion as a major enabler of potential Location-Base
Services.
Real-time interaction between users, objects, and Indoor
Navigation systems, which includes the need for accurate
recognition of activities and detection of objects, is the
main function this kind of applications demander. This
survey paper concentrates on DM techniques for Indoor
Navigation Systems. As opposed to earlier studies, the
primary focus of our study is on publications which meet a
number of criteria. This paper is expected to be useful for
those readers who intend to start research in the domain of
DM for Indoor Navigation System. As a result, much
emphasis is put on a comprehensive explanation of the DM
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techniques and references to how these techniques have
been applied in Indoor Navigation Systems.
The rest of this report is arranged in this way: Sect. 2
centers on major Indoor Navigation System Problem and
solution. Section 3 discusses data mining techniques. Data
mining includes a route to knowledge discovery [11] and is
a significant process to uncover patterns in data by inves-
tigating and modeling substantial amounts of data [12] The
difference between statistics and data mining has been
ascribed to the features of the analysis; statistics is related
to primary analysis, while data mining handles secondary
analysis that is obtained from data. Data mining uses
machine-learning algorithms to learn and recognize valu-
able information and following knowledge from substantial
databases [13]. Section 4 explains challenges and future
work, and finally, Sect. 5 concludes this study.
2 Indoor navigation systems
Today in mega cities, the job of transferring people to
different places and orienting them in complex spaces is
very challenging. Since electronically technological tools
have been highly advanced, Japanese authorities have tried
to use navigation systems such as GPS and cell phone for
visually impaired people [14]. On the other hand, many
initiatives were presented making use of various tech-
nologies such as GPS, GMS, Ultrasonic, RFID, and Laser
[15]. A detailed analysis of different indoor positioning
methods together with their operational technology can be
seen in [16]. There, agents discover their positions using
temporal and spatial synergy to obtain information from
various sources. The existing framework provides a great
insight into the evolution of joint information in networks
of navigation based on the Fisher information matrix
(FIM). [17]. A famous framework for theoretical analysis
and interpretation of information fusion in networks are
displayed in [18]. We, thus, focus on the recent develop-
ments which are closely relevant to the present research.
It worth to mention that navigation and localization can
be coupled or decoupled, based on the specific application
scenarios. The former may not necessarily rely on the latter
technique. A nice summary of navigation and localization
is presented in [19] and worth to mention, Travi-Navi that
enables a self-motivated user with out comprehensive
indoor localization systems was implemented in [20].
The technologies used in INS are summarized in
Table 1. the easiest localization method which is accessible
in cellular networks is The Cell ID (which is Cell-of-ori-
gin). Many other methods exist which make use of angles
of radio signals and/or time (distance). Some of them are
more known than others including: TDoA (Time Differ-
ence of Arrival), AoA (Angle of Arrival), and ToA (Time
of Arrival). IMES can effeciently produce 3D positioning
data using a transmitter unit without calculating range. In
addition, even in deep indoor locations, IMES is highly
accurate. In contrast, GPS, A-GPS, and cell tower fail to
produce data with similar quality in this kind of areas. One
of the short-range radio technologies applied for indoor
positioning Ultra-wide band. As opposed to Wi-F and
Bluetooth Low Energy, positioning can be performed with
transit time methodology (called Time of Flight) rather
than calculating signal strengths (Receive Signal Strength
Indicator).
In this method, the running time of light between an
object and many receivers will be calculated. Similarly,
Blue tooth and Wi-Fi technologies have used the same
methods known as triangulation and cell-id, but they use
them in wireless hot-spots. Two factors determine the
accuracy finally obtained: the location-positioning algo-
rithms to be used and density of access point. In addition,
various systems have been created to position objects
which are inside the building. Each of these systems has
their own advantages and disadvantages. For instance,
infrared is the main pattern in receivers and transmitters of
such systems. There are two main disadvantages. The first
one is that infrared makes use of direct-view and short-
range navigation.
As a result, signals transmitted by 802.11 networks can
readily cause inaccurate communication. recently, in order
to locate some objects in covered areas, they have tried to
combine GPS and wireless network including Wi-Fi,
mobile communication, RFID or UWB. The use of Wi- Fi
was almost effective, but not enough, due to the fact it
needs GPS signals to tag Wi-Fi data collected through
mobile phones. yet, if you are encircled by an environment
which is full of Wi-Fi signals, those are useless unless they
are combined with GPS signals. To avoid this issue, a
research team was created to develop a radio map that was
based only on the effect of the Wi Fi signals. They were
successful in devising a new method to build Wi Fi radio
maps that do not need GPS signals. WIFI effect pattern, set
of WIFI signals received by a cell and RSSs around the
Table 1 Indoor navigation technologies
Technology Based on Position method Accuracy
Cell-ID Network TDoA, EOTD, RSSI 200–5000 m
Cell tower Network Triangulation 50–1000 m
IMES Based radio Navigation massage 3–10 m
WIFI Infrastructure ToA, signal strength 5–15 m
UWB Infrastructure ToA 10–30 cm
Bluetooth Infrastructure RSSI fingerprinting 3–10 m
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device. The WIFI radio link show RSSs network access
points at various point in a geographical area. This system
is called INS. it lowers the loss and improves simplicity of
the operation.
The best description of INS is that it is much like GPS
for covered environments. This system can determine the
location of objects or people in a building making use of
radio waves, magnetic fields, audio signals or other sensory
information obtained from mobile devices. Using the WIFI
detector can help to determine the positioning of signal
transducers in a closed environment with a accuracy of
about 4 to 6 meters. The basis of performance of this signal
is based on the imitation of the detection of radio signals of
the environment. The internal positioning system, which
make use of the transmitter and receiver of WIFI waves in
35 channels from 2.54 GHz to 5.8 GHz, can compute the
distance between receiver and transmitter with the differ-
ence in waves motion in the environment. WIFI range is
about 20 meters. Today, regarding the availability of WIFI
signals, they use it as the resource to identify the location
of buildings.
INS is necessary in places like hospitals, shopping
malls, and other indoor halls where location-based services
can be helpful. The INS technology through the internal
sensor lever on smart phones, computes the internal posi-
tion of the device utilizing complex mathematical algo-
rithms. A combination of received data from this sensor
and clever ways can be calculated in a very accurate
position.
One of the common positioning systems is the GPS.
However, GPS positioning is not suitable because of the
nature of technology used for indoor applications, because
to communicate with satellites, it needs clear and unob-
structed field of view [21]. In other words, walls and other
objects can weaken its signal availability (Table 2).
In current years, using GPS and wireless networks such
as WIFI, mobile communication, ultra-wideband (UWB) or
radio frequency (RFID) have been considered to locate
uncovered areas. The use of WPS technology is to some
extent beneficial but not enough because it needs GPS
signals to tag the WIFI information collected through
mobile phones. Still, if you are surrounded by an envi-
ronment which is full of WIFI signals, these signals are
useless unless they are combined with GPS signals.
To overcome this issue, they in fact could devise an
innovative way to build a WIFI radio map that does not
need GPS signals. The WIFI effect pattern is a set of WIFI
signals received by a mobile device and the measurement
of the power of the received WIFI signals (RSSs) from the
available points around the device. The radio map of WIFI,
RSSs displays network access point in different geo-
graphical regions. This system is referred to as IPS, Which
minimizes waste and makes operation simple. The best
description for IPS or INS is to point out that it is a tech-
nology very much like GPS but for indoor environments.
This system employs magnetic fields, audio signals, radio
waves, or other types of sensory information obtained from
mobile devices to locate objects or identify people who are
in a building. By using WIFI environment detector tech-
nology, it is possible to find out the positioning of signal
transducers in closed environments with 4-6 meters accu-
racy. The basis of this signals performance is based on the
imitation of the detection of radio signals in the environ-
ment. The internal positioning system, using 35 channel
WIFI transceivers and receivers, from 2.4 GHz to 5.8 GHz,
that able to calculate the distance between the waves. The
Wi-Fi connection is about 20 meters. Recently, as for the
availability of Wi-Fi signals, they use it as access sources
to identify the location of the buildings.
Indoor navigation as an autonomous system that nor-
mally has five principal components [34] including
mobility, localization, navigation, planning, and commu-
nication, We briefly explain each of these components
below.
2.1 Mobility
The mobility can be viewed as the impact of the global
system. In fact, it is the outcome of system observation in
its entirety [35]. in order to support indoor navigation and
localization, an integration between directional measure-
ments and the physical displacement at low level is
required and increased with location context into more
complex human mobility information, for example loco-
motion modalities, trajectories, walking steps, virtual
landmarks including lifts and stairs, etc [22]. Mobility can
enhance the accuracy of localization, reduce the cost of
deployment, and improve location context [8]. The primary
Table 2 Major components of
indoor navigation systems
Component Description REF
Mobility Physical displacement and directional measurements [22–27]
Localization Exclusive function of exit in relation to the rest of system [28, 29]
Navigation The process of monitoring and controlling the movement [30]
Planning Produce adequate navigation commands [31, 32]
Communication Provides the link between all the possible elements [33]
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goal of the system is to present valuable information about
navigation which will allow a user to make proper and
well-timed decisions based on which he can follow a path
in an indoor space. A number of intriguing proposals have
been offered in mobility and location support field. The
focus of the projects is placed on: outdoor [23], indoor
[24]. The studies which have dealt with indoor environ-
ments have offered many ad hoc technologies and strate-
gies used in order to offer valuable information to user
[14]. For instance, Sonnenblick [24]. executed a system of
navigation used for indoor environments according to
infrared LEDs mechanism. Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) is a technology commonly used. A considerable
number of studies have been carried out to identify users
position and carry out tracking of object in indoor envi-
ronments with support of fingerprinting with blue-tooth
low energy beacons [26, 27].
2.2 Localization
The process of determining physical coordinates of a sen-
sor or the spatial relationships among objects is known as
localization [36]. Information about location offers a great
deal of data which includes speed, attitude, and accelera-
tion of the vehicle. The location can be viewed as an
exclusive function of exit with regards to the other parts of
the system. This indicates that the boosting the capacity by
location can usually move forward separately from the
other system elements. Localization divided into target
source localization and node self-localization. The majority
of the methods of source localization emphasize the
strength of signal measured. Additionally, node calculation
is a highly complex process [8]. The focus of the present
study is on patterns matching localization which is also
referred to as map base or finger print algorithm. It includes
two stages: (1) at the chosen locations, received signals are
recorded in radio map which is an offline database. (2) It
works in online way. The pattern matching algorithms are
applied to identify the unknown node location by corre-
sponding the existing observed signal attributes to the
prerecorded values which are on the map [28]. Localization
may be categorized regarding different criteria: (i) Cen-
tralized or Distributed (ii) Range-free or Range-based and
Learning-Based or Filter-Based Techniques (iii) Mobile or
Stationary, (iv) Coarse-grained or fine-grained. Location of
sensor readings to identify the event is accuracy, coverage,
and time [37]. GPS Constellation of 27 satellites (24 active
and 3 redundant), each node with GPS is expensive for
sensor node because of infrastructure, problem of form
factor, requires line of sight and synchronized clock.
According to [29], the techniques of localization may be
broken down to two broad groups, namely centralized and
decentralized, based on the structure of nodal organization.
Decentralized localization can be also divided into two
groups depending on how we calculate the locations
existing between each node. These consist of range-based
techniques as well as range-free techniques, as displayed in
Fig. 1.
Quite a number of localization techniques which are
employed in the field are among range-based techniques.
They can be categorized with regards to their features,
including distance and angle [38, 39]. In addition, range-
free techniques may be categorized through counting the
local hop [40]. Likewise, localization methods are cate-
gorized into two groups namely anchor/beacon-based or
anchor/beacon-free; GPS-based or GPS-free; coarse-
grained or fine-grained; and mobile or stationary sensor
nodes, among many others [41]. It is evident that the
Beacon placement can highly impact the accuracy of
localization [42]. Amongst all the methods, Wi-Fi finger-
printing has come forth as an appealing method which is
because of the deploy capability of it. Normally two stages
exist in fingerprint-based localization, including off line
site survey and on line location query. In the off line stage,
a site survey is carried out in order to gather the fingerprints
at recognized physical locations referred to as reference
points (RPs). Each fingerprint is in fact a vector of received
signal strength (RSS) values of Wi-Fi access points (APs).
The RSS values and their related locations are subse-
quently filed in a database. In the on line stage, however,
the RSS values are measured by a mobile client (target) at
its location. After obtaining the measurement from the
client, the server starts matching it with the most identical
fingerprints and sends back the client location. How close
the fingerprint database matches with the existing signal
environment will determine the accuracy of fingerprinting
localization. Any time AP signals are modified via AP
movement or power adjustment, can no longer achieve
adequate accuracy will no longer be obtained by conven-
tional fingerprint based indoor localization schemes [27].
2.3 Navigation
Navigation constitutes a field of research which mainly
deals with the procedure of controlling and monitoring the
movement in vehicles and crafts from one location to
Fig. 1 Sub-categories of localization techniques
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another one [8]. Additionally, the navigation is related to
the obtaining data and responds to information from the
external environment. Put simply, the receivers can collect
the data via the observation done by the sensors in the
operational environments. This observation is very critical,
due to the fact it results in an internal interpretation of the
environment, which can be utilized later during the projects
[36]. One of the good examples of LBS navigation is the
mobile phone applications such as Google Maps. Real-time
tracking can be considered as one of the most beneficial
applications of LBS in this regard. The LBS approach
employed to navigate provides the distinct benefit com-
pared to mobile navigation software currently using data
stored on the memory of a mobile device, since it some-
times provides access to the real-time data. The limited
amount of data transferred via wireless networks has been
underestimated, as not only do several network operators
provide unlimited range of data, but also it is more cost-
effective [30].
2.4 Planning
Planning has a critical role to create the trajectories,
behavior and/or points of passage for the system [8].
Planning has no direct connection with any controllers of
entry or exit sensory. Despite this, having substantial
knowledge of map reading and can resolve the upcoming
situations to produce sufficient navigation commands. In
short, introduced indoor positioning systems use whether
sensing technology or the information obtained from
multiple information sources. These can provide a better
solution to multi-path sources and merge information from
multiple information sources respectively [31].
WiFi fingerprinting can be regarded as the most com-
mon method for indoor tracking and localization. Several
modern systems are dependent on fingerprinting algo-
rithms. These kinds of algorithms operate in two distinct
stages, namely off line or on line. First of all, the off line
stage, is utilized to acquire measurements which are
obtained by signal strength (the fingerprints) from all rec-
ognized basic stations at predetermined locations. The
values are put into a radio environment map. As the second
stage, which is the on line stage, the information related to
signal strength is constantly assessed and compared to a
database containing all fingerprints taken from the off line
stage [32].
The software of analysis might be put into present
indoor positioning/indoor navigation systems client-based
or server-based or assembled independently. The end user
devices are identified by the technology. Ultra-wide band,
Blue tooth transmitters, and Wi-Fi, calculate and label the
time used in each location and find out which routes were
utilized. As an example, this allows you to understand the
number of people who have crossed a specific area during
the day or which hours have been the least busy. The object
movements, e.g. work equipment, or products may also be
assessed as well as the visitors’ walking paths. The data is
shown in the form of diagrams and radio environment
maps.
2.5 Communication
The communication offers the link between the vehicles
and all possible components of the global system, such as
other vehicles and/or operators. At the moment smart
phones, navigators and other devices held in hand offer
location-based information in order to support navigation
while moving outside buildings. Inside buildings, however,
finding the way and navigation patterns become even more
difficult than ever due to the fact they cannot be tracked by
GPS. Many different technological instruments have been
suggested for indoor positioning. Current indoor position-
ing systems are making use of the technology of radio
frequency (RF) like WLAN, ultra wide band (UWB), radio
frequency identification (RFID), Blue tooth, and ultra-high
frequency (UHF) [33] Indoor Positioning technology can
be categorized by the physical principles of their sensors as
well: (i) optical methods, e.g. time-of-flight (ToF) cameras,
(ii) acoustic methods, e.g. ultra sonic measurements using
ToA, (iii) inertial measurements, e.g. acceleration mea-
surements comprised in an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) for dead-reckoning and (iv) radio-based measure-
ments, e.g. GPS using TDoA.
2.6 Commercialized solutions in INS
Recent Advancement in the intelligent building industry
has made convenience and well-being with energy-saving.
As a potential result, people spend more time in internal
environments, the precise positioning of a user within a
building is increasingly important for public safely and
other services. This has made INS techniques a useful
application for many applications, and large technology
companies are trying to make more use of it in their ser-
vices and make it even more effective. for instance, Google
has used INS in their Tango project [43] to enhance user
experience in the local environment, including many
Indoor Localization and Navigation techniques. Aug-
mented Reality (AR) framework that digitally supports
facility maintenance operators when navigating indoors, is
another powerful method that is highly connected to the
real world which works with the Google map to access
accurate spatial information inside the device. This tech-
nology uses mobile phones with the potential to provide
indoor position at a centimeter level and combines com-
puter vision, inertial tracking and machine learning [44].
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There is a set of services that use existing sources of signal
such as Wifi or Blue tooth to design the interior. Various
companies like Google, Microsoft and Apple have devel-
oped similar technologies in a number of hospitals, shop-
ping mall, airports and convention centers which a
summary is presented in Table 3.
2.7 Open issues and current solutions
This part comprises some of the major open issues in the
field of indoor navigation. A number of solutions exist
which could help navigation and orientation become clo-
sely linked with the technological developments.
Today’s smart phones, navigators and other hand held
devices provide location-based applicability to support
navigation when moving outside buildings. The compre-
hension of existing knowledge and understanding of hidden
patterns among data have become far more from reality
over the last few decades. Despite this, you can enter the
IoT world and analyze the received information by instal-
ling modules which could apply various relevant IoT
technology-based tools, such as radio frequencies, Wi-Fi,
Blue tooth and so on. After analyzing the data, broad-
casting the relevant commands is the next stage, either
through machine learning or predetermined commands.
Finally, it is expected operators follow the same rules.
As a subset of IoT, we can refer to INS where location-
based services are necessary. The accuracy of this method
is determined by the amount of information obtained. We
can try to examine and enhance the performance of M2M
via data mining, which is one of the most powerful and
well-known techniques of data analysis. We also seek to
find hidden pattern among data by using statistical models,
and, finally, finding valuable connections between data
elements is the last activity should be taken into consid-
eration. Data mining prioritizes and weighs important
indicators. It initially prioritizes the quality indicators to
provide a more accurate and suitable configuration for each
situation. In this case, appropriate decisions can be made
for each situation, which will speed up its feasibility and
avoid any errors. What is more, it has some benefits such as
resource management and coordination. So based on data
mining techniques, examining the attributes and features of
the patterns gathered in a central server which could be
obtained from the covered areas like hospitals, shopping
malls or airports by using a history of these behavioral
patterns. There is an enhancement on the INS patterns, and,
therefore, we can reduce the location errors and provide a
better way than before.
(1) Accuracy The major limitation of mobility is when a
certain object in the environments mentioned is moving,
the map has to be refreshed in order to properly modify the
algorithm employed for detecting the objects and the
movement of the users in the environment. This process
will be based on the existing situation. Still, various types
of algorithms might be examined to enhance the system
accuracy. [45, 46].
(2) Complexity Another important matter is, in the
public areas for example commercial centers, airports, or
university campus, in which using an accurate Radio Map
from mapping system is essential. Additionally, issues with
scalability may arise from the trade-off between the
diversity of samples and time-to-response, Lastly, when
this positioning systems is used in common smart phones
to guide people, some items still remain inconsiderable
including magnetometer hardware, users velocity, and
device orientation [47, 48].
3 An overview on data mining techniques
Technologies and methods are produced by data science
which can be employed in order to develop data analytics
and machine learning instruments intended for managing
tasks and analyzing network. Furthermore, they can pro-
vide a springboard from operator data assets into lucrative
use occasions. We can create dynamic models only when
big data sets with concurrent configuration background as
well as a maintenance log over long periods of time are
available. They help to record the main issues and update
whatever happening in the network. Without having the
history of all the events, a domain expert or data scientist
will be unable to know whenever the findings make any
sense or not.
Table 3 Commercial indoor navigation company
Characteristic Google Microsoft Apple
Main solution Use deep detection technology Focus on orientation rather than positioning iBeacon protocol
Advantage Low energy consumption Low cost Compatibility
Product Tango/AR Path guide AI/AR
Base on WiFi trilateration Geomagnetism and natural walking patterns WiFi and smart phone sensors
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By a broad definition of the functionality of data mining,
we can say it includes the process of finding useful
knowledge from huge amounts of data kept in either data
warehouses, databases, or other information stores. DM is
actually a specific stage in the mentioned process which
includes the use of certain algorithms for taking out pat-
terns from data. The additional simplify process (decrease
noise in data, decrease dimensionality, find critical factors
or combinations) assure that valuable knowledge is taken
from data. Yet, there exist a number of publications (e.g.,
Cross Industry Standard Process for data mining
(CRISPDM)) [13]and industry participants who consider
the whole process of KDD as DM. In Fayyed et als study
[49], DM is employed to explain a certain step KDD that
handles application of particular algorithms for taking out
patterns from data. DM focuses on the discovery of for-
merly unidentified attributes in the data and does not
require a particular goal from the area and finding new
knowledge. Some famous data mining platforms are Weka
[50], R [51] and Rapid Minder [52] support data mining
models.
A considerable overlap exists between ML and DM.
Many might confuse these two terms for the reason that
they usually make use of the same methods and conse-
quently overlap substantially. ML as an area of research
that offers computers the capability to learn with no
specific programming. ML concentrates on categorization
and prediction, based on known qualities formerly dis-
covered from the training data. ML algorithms require a
goal (problem formulation) from the domain (e.g., depen-
dent variable to predict). DM concentrates on the discovery
of formerly unfamiliar attributes in the data. It does not
require a specific goal from the domain, but rather con-
centrates on discovering fresh and helpful knowledge. The
model that ML executes should be based on factors in
dataset, and not to be fine-tuned based on its accuracy in
the test data set. Two general approaches exist in this
regard: The classical statistics which is simple to under-
stand. The other approach is modern machine learning
which is more complicated and requires much computing
power. In data mining both of these funded as shown in
Table 4.
Those operators have achieved more success at bene-
fiting from the power of big data who have data analytics as
integral part of their approaches. such skills enables us to
create a decision-making culture which is based on data
across the whole organization. The benefit of saving vol-
umes data will depend on our capability to draw out helpful
information, identify exciting incidents, assist policies and
decisions based on statistical evaluation, and manipulate
the data to attain operational, scientific, or operational
objectives. Data mining includes four operations: Cluster-
ing, Classification, Association analysis, Anomaly detec-
tion. The purpose of Clustering is find groups which are
comparable to each other and the point here is that clas-
sification here is pragmatic. Classification is the process to
select the proper path and consists of processing again,
assessment and affirmation of features, and model design.
Classification is a method which harmonizes with cluster-
ing and is regarded as an example of Supervised and
unsupervised Machine learning. If we understand what
items have to be presented to the computer in order to
identify Supervised or labeled learning are be employed,
where in the data have a true class or outcome variable
accuracy is the guiding concern. Therefore, we can affix
labels to these samples of data and deploy the machine to
understand features. Unsupervised methods are effective
when data dont have any proper groups or criteria so
groups are shaped based on similarity not accuracy. They
can show correlations, trends, clusters and other types of
information. Research about algorithms for classification is
an interesting area due to the fact there is a vast range of
options that are very interoperability for instant we sum-
marized them in Table 5.
3.1 Knowledge discovery
In Internet of Thing research field, distributed computing is
utilized to split bulk data issues into smaller sections and
parallel processing of the main node to some of more
compact subproblems, and a working node delivers several
smaller problems. In fact, it processes the workers node
and keeps the outcomes in local file system. After that, the
input data is assessed and combined from the mapping
phase. Knowledge discovery from the data consists of
different analytical techniques including data mining,
modeling, statistical analysis, interactions and visualiza-
tion. Statistical analyses deals with outlining large bulk
datasets, understanding data and determining models for
prediction. Data mining is concerned with discovering
important patterns in the massive data sets which are
related to them, machine learning combined with data
mining, and statistical methods that allow machines to
recognize data sets. Visual analysis method, the area in
which the massive data set will serve users, in ways that are
Table 4 Data mining algorithm
Classical statistics Machine learning
Linear regression Hidden Markov models
K-means classification Support vector regression
K-Nearest neighbor Random forests
Hierarchical clustering LASSO regression
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difficult, will be able to understand the relationships. Dis-
covery of bulk data includes some operators developed to
receive information from complex data sets. The general
model of knowledge discovery from bulk data has nine
phases:
1. Apply first to application information and define the
purpose of processing from the users perspective.
2. Create a subset of data that refers to the discovery of
knowledge.
3. Removing noise, managing lost data fields, acquiring
information required for modeling and calculating
information, time and major changes.
4. Finding important attributes to demonstrate the depen-
dence on the purpose of the work.
5. Mapping targets in accurate data mining methods.
6. Select the algorithm related to data mining and
function to look for data patterns.
7. Searching for patterns in a rational way.
8. Return to each of the steps 1 to 7 for repetition and
recitation, as well as this stage may consist of
illustration of the patterns.
9. Using information in a direct way, merging informa-
tion into another system or reporting and using
information in a simplified way.
3.2 Network analysis process (ANP)
A more typical form of the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) utilized in multi-criteria decision analysis is called
the analytic network process (ANP). AHP structures deci-
sions and problem into a hierarchy target, alternatives and
decision criteria, while the ANP structures it in the form of
a network. Thus, both of these process employ a system of
two-by-two evaluations in order to determine the weights
of components structure, and ultimately to evaluate the
alternative decision. Thus, ANP has all Asps positive
attributes, which include simplicity, flexibility, application
of quantitative and qualitative criteria simultaneously, and
the ability to review compatibility in judgments, and in
addition, it can take complex communications (interde-
pendencies and feedback) between and among decision
elements by using a network structure rather than a hier-
archical one. [53] All components in a network can be
connected together in any form. In other words, it is pos-
sible in a network of feedback and interconnection among
clusters. As a result, the ANP can be broken down into a
number of parts: Control hierarchy, network communica-
tion, relationship among criteria, goal, and sub-criteria
which can affect the systems intrinsic interactions and
consists of a network connection between elements and
clusters. The complex relationship between decision ele-
ments is considered through a hierarchical substitution with
a network structure. The network analysis process com-
prises the four stages:
1. Design the model and transform problem into network
structure
The subject should be moved to a grid in an open and
clear way. At this point, the problem is converted into a
network structure in which the nodes are presented as
clusters. Elements within a cluster can have one or all of
the elements. Other clusters are interconnected. It may also
be possible for elements within a cluster to interact with
each other themselves.
2. Creating a binary matrix and identifying priority
vectors
Just like binary comparisons in AHP, the decisions and
elements within the clusters are compared based on their
significance with regards to the criteria of two-way control.
The clusters themselves are also based on their roles and
effects on accomplishing the goal are compared. Further-
more, the interdependencies between elements of a cluster
should also be compared. The effects of each element on
another elements can be represented through a special
Table 5 Classification algorithms
Algorithms Description
Decision tree Find variables and values that best split cases at multiple levels
K-NN (K-nearest neighbors) Designed to find the k cases in multidimensional space closest to the new one
Naive bayes Adjust probability with each new piece of information
Random forests A collection of decision trees and randomly select cases and variables or features
Support vector machines Uses the ‘‘kernel tick’’ to find a hyperplane that cleanly separates two groups
Artificial neural networks(ANN) Multiple layers of equations and weights to model nonlinear outcomes
K-means Associated learning algorithms that analyze data and recognized patterns
Logistic regression It allows one to say that the presence of a risk factor increases
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vector. In this section, the internal importance vectors
computed to indicate the relative importances (coefficient
of importance) elements with clusters, which is obtained
through the following equation: AW ¼ maxW , where in: A:
binary comparison matrix criteria, W: special vector (co-
efficient of importance), max: the greatest of all) is numeric
[54].
3. Generate super matrix and convert it to super matrix
Limit
To accomplish the general priorities in a system with
interactions, the main privilege vectors (W calculated) are
inserted into the equivalent columns of a specific matrix.
Therefore, each section of this super matrix (a partitioned
matrix) exhibits two clusters in a system are related. On the
next step, the superconducting matrix is obtained by mul-
tiplying the unbalanced cluster super matrix it will be
counted. Then, by normalizing the super matrix, the col-
umn is converted to a random state. As the third and last
step, the super matrix is bounded by the ability to bring all
the super-matrix elements to the point where divergence is
achieved (through repetition): limK!1 W
K .
4. Choose the best option
In case the super matrix is composed in the third step,
the whole network is taken into consideration, that is,
options are also included in the matrix, general priority of
the options is acceptable from the columns option in the
normalized super matrix. If the super matrix consists of
only part of the network that is interdependent, and the
options are not considered in the super matrix; further
calculations are required for obtaining the priority of
options. The option with most general priorities are con-
sidered as the best options selected for the topic.
3.3 Deep learning impact on indoor navigation
Deep Learning (DL) techniques inspired by the structure
and function of the brain called artificial neural networks.
DL applications are transforming several existing prob-
lems, and INS might not be an exception. Various DL
projects are launched in different domains from medical
services to marketing and image/video processing. One of
the most important area of DL application is working with
the text which Googles DL RNN keeps improving on it,
another important field of DL application is related to
speech and image processing. In [55] and [56] overcome to
these limitations has been shown. This approach provides a
fast and efficient method for tracking in the environment,
which is often more useful for applications than static
localization. it is also a live deployment suitable combina-
tion approach, where some algorithms capable of
delivering a precision of 0.76 meters. Over time, many
systems require an intelligence and ability to derive new
knowledge from past experiences. Indoor positioning based
on fingerprinting has attracted significant interest due to its
high accuracy, in [57] a novel deep-learning-based indoor
fingerprinting system using channel state information is
presented which their experimental results are a confir-
mation of the Deep Learning ability to reduce location
error effectively. There are other ongoing researches in this
field for instance, a conventional Neural Network (CNN)
with Deep Learning is approached in [58] to identify and
localize vehicles in a car-park. Also the use of deep
learning for image classification, object detection, seg-
mentation, registration, and other tasks has been presented
in [59].
4 Data mining techniques in INS
4.1 Data mining techniques for navigations
Data management can be considered as an extensive
process which include many other data disciplines.
Therefore, big data management is a complicated proce-
dure. Thats why big data management has turned into an
essential element for accessibility for decision making and
thus enhance productivity. Additionally, storage manage-
ment is very crucial in data management the context. These
kinds of methods were created and implemented in order to
execute clustering, replicating and indexing of data.
Studying big data directly suggests greatly time-consuming
navigation in a huge search space to present suggestions
and feedback to customers. Environment has specific use
for examining complicated earth system simulations with
big numbers of datasets. Data Management related to data
storage, pre-processing, processing for data management
process flow as can be seen in Fig. 2 based on scalability,
integrity, and availability. Managing big data calls for more
Fig. 2 Data management essential elements for decision making
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effective techniques and instruments to support trend of big
data. [60]
INS normally relies on three distinct elements as shown
in Fig. 3: (i) the platform of infrastructure positioning
system, (ii) the sensors which broadcast signals received by
smart phones after the boost to the positioning system,
(iii)and applications which are at the top of positioning
system and by adding critical information, add value to the
system.
As it can be seen in the Fig. 3 an implemented structure
in a covered area in which information is exchanged via
IoT devices and finally collected in the central server.
Sensors of IoT transmits specific data objects to nearby
smart devices in the area with help of radio signals. Iden-
tifiers data can be used to recognize the physical location of
the device, track users and etc. The devices send signal to
users mobile application and show the corresponding pre-
defined content. In this structure, as it is clear, adequate
data collection is possible; this information is collected in
the central server and in the end data mining extracts useful
information from raw data; these data remain unknown
before the data mining operation.
One of the most critical jobs in data mining is to choose
the proper data mining method. Data Mining methods must
be selected depending on the kind of problems. A general
approach must be employed to enhance the accuracy as
well cost effectiveness of using data mining methods.
Generally there are three main data mining methods which
are reviewed here. Many other data mining methods exist,
but the three ones reported here are regarded as more
commonly applied by INS Problem. Data Mining Tech-
nologies for INS Mainly do their calculations on the server
so approaches to collecting and providing information is
from the perspective of database. Then for producing data
use the User device abilities. The KDD process in INS is to
draw out knowledge from data in the database context. The
knowledge discovery process normally involves three
steps:
(i) Data preparation: make the data ready for the
purpose mining. It consists of 3 sub stages:
combine data in different sources of data and
remove the noise from data; Decide what data
may be utilized with regard to the knowledge
discovery; process the data to help data mining. It
can include sophisticated statistical techniques, or
making use of a data mining algorithm in this
situation, selecting the data mining algorithms
involves choosing method(s) to be applied for
looking for patterns found in the data.
(ii) Data mining: use algorithms to the data in order to
discover the patterns and examine patterns asso-
ciated with discovered knowledge. This stage is
vital for the good results of the whole KDD
project. However, it is often highly project-
specific.
(iii) Data presentation: perform visualization on the
data and present mined knowledge to the user.
Data mining consist of clustering, classification,
time series analysis, association analysis, and out
lier analysis. In this stage we may have to utilize
the algorithm many times till satisfactory result is
obtained.
4.1.1 INS problems
As displayed in Fig. 3, each of the WiFi effect patterns on
the radio map is linked to the devices location information
or locations. Employing modules in mobile platforms and
applications, we can gather the patterns effects and assess
their functions and features. The accuracy of locating this
method is determined based on the total of information
gathered and when the amounts of informations gathered
reaches more than 50%, the average error of locating will
be less than 10 meters. We presented some of the INS
Problems and solution in different data mining methods on
the Table 6. As it shows some previous solutions for
accuracy mentioned including offers a route forward that is
present for several, but not all, terminals [61], deal with the
iBeacon placement strategy regarded as critical issues such
as step detection placement strategy’ considered important
issues such as step detection [62]. In a number of IoT
application, it is essential to understand the accurate or
approximate location of the network component. Obtaining
locations information is vital in many applications, and it
pertains to Location Base System, in commercial applica-
tions, LBS describes an added value that provides infor-
mation about the location of an object with the support of
GIS [63].A control theoretic approach namely particle fil-
tering was proposed [64], new visual vocabulary merging
with expanded image processing methods [65], enhanced
algorithm of fingerprint matching , which decreases inter-
ference by Gaussian filter [66], The pseudo lite system due
to its great flexibility, strong signal power and high
Fig. 3 Data mining processing for indoor navigation system
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accuracy [67]. Tom Hought and colleagues evaluated the
performance of 24 IPSs in a modern health care environ-
ment. Evaluation (data collection and data processing) has
been executed using standard techniques with spot accu-
racy, room position accuracy, and multiple IPS delays. to
investigate the solutions, the location of a fixed device in
73 locations was examined and using the same evaluation
locations for all IPS, The performance of all systems was
compared and, consequently, several trends were substan-
tially cheaper to run, including a WiFi solution based on
the pattern of effect that has the optimum result (accuracy
point 1.21 meters and room accuracy 98%) and proximity
based on the solution (based on sensor nodes) [68].
A wireless positioning approach was presented by Wei
Zhang and co-workers which is based on deep learning. to
manage the numerous and unforeseen kinds of wireless
signals in the four layers of the deep neural network, the
pre-trained structure of automated noise removal can learn
the trusted qualities of a large set of noise-free samples and
also to preserve uniformity. The hidden model of Markov
has been presented. The main issue in pattern matching is
the internal situation of the diversity of RSSIs caused by
the unstable nature of wireless signals, which include
Table 6 Main metrics on indoor navigation systems, previous solutions and DM benefits
INS
challenges
Metric description Previous solutions Data mining solutions
Accuracy Average euclidean distance between the
estimated position and the true positions
Focuses on node placement [61], beacon
placements [62], Proximity based
localization [64], Fingerprinting
emerges as a straightforward and
plausible [69], novel indoor positioning
method [65], fingerprint matching
algorithm [66], Pseudo-lites [67]
Generating an accurate Radio Map from
mapping, The data mining goal states
project objectives in business terms
could be defined as achieving a certain
level of predictive accuracy [70, 71],
Boosted Regression [72, 73], The
transparent data-mining model called as
DT and a black box model known as RF
[74]
Availability Low availability (if\ 95%), regular
availability (if between95%&99%), and
high availability (if[99%), availability
might be affected by some factors such
as communications congestion and
routine maintenance
Nonparametric Gaussian Process (GP)
model is adopted to describe the
relationship between estimated and
observed RSS [75]
Construction of the Feature-Vector
Representation [76], AP clustering [77]
Coverage
Area
There are three levels of coverage: local,
scalable, and global, existing INSs
ranges are usually from 5 to 50 m,
coverage is closely related to accuracy
Wi-Fi fingerprint localization [78],
horizontal placement i Beacon [79]
RP Clustering and Coarse Localization
[80–82]Learning the possibility of
moving each node to reduce the number
of individual nodes as much as possible
based on virtual areas by selecting
nodes based on learning among nodes.
[83]
Scalability Scalability of an INS means the system
ensures the normal positioning function
when it scales in one of two
dimensions: geography and number of
users, indicates that the number of units
located per time period per geographic
area increases
Location-Aware Communications for 5G
Networks [84], BLE profile adaptor
uses DDS [85]
Multi-Agent paradigm-the high number




Cost Money, time, space, and energy This technique can be implemented with
WiFi, BLE and Zig bee, i Beacon
standard introduced by Apple is based
on RSSI [61]
Cost estimation algorithm and decision-
making model [88]
Privacy Protect data from intrusion Location-privacy preserving mechanism
(LPPM) [89]
Collect and analyze sensitive data that is
governed by privacy rules [90], The
joint use of end-to-end security and
identication of anomalous
measurements to provide security for




multi-path damping and fading by moving and fixed
objects [92]. Furthermore, Voice sensors on a mobile
phone can identify any disruption in a persons voice in
comparison to a series of published sounds and thus
identify a number of health problems in a person. Even-
tually, all cyber-like features of people, like physical,
social and psychological intelligences are interacting in the
smart world [93]. In Machine Learning method, there is a
data set which is trained employing a model and finally the
model trained to foresee new data [92].In order to handle
the various and unpredictable types of wireless signals in
the four layers of the deep Neural Network (DNN), the per-
trained structure is introduced by the Automated Noise
Reduction (SDA) ability, which can learn the reliable
characteristics of a large set of noise-proof and also to
maintain the integrity of the Hidden Markof Model
(HMM). Crowd Sensing for INS is a paradigm for reaching
advanced method making use of population shares, which
is highly appropriate for Finger Print based on INS. In [94],
Position algorithms, state-of-the-art solutions and chal-
lenges with regards to basic knowledge are mentioned. To
attain a PDR, method and signal amplification with the
SLAM algorithm were merged in order to acquire the
signal map and user path at the same time. Clearly data
integration is the most demanding job with growing pop-
ulation. Data quality control algorithms and merger algo-
rithms are at the moment being ignored. Researchers have
become more accurate towards the combination of large
data and signal attributes.
Table 7 summarizes the primary research problems with
INS for which DM solutions have been utilized. In order to
solve vehicle navigation problems in [95] made use of
Fuzzy logic which is typically utilized for classification
with decision tree, they offered FDT algorithm for pedes-
trian. It can offer satisfactory accuracy and has seamless
navigation with lower complexity. Yaqin Xie et al feed the
RSSI values as fingerprints in order to shape the radio map
used in the training process, they merge spear-man distance
base on the rank correlation coefficient with the original
KNN approach, outcome indicate that the suggested com-
bination technique leads to greater performance.
In [96] using clustering was introduced for problem of
coordinated robot navigation. According to hierarchical
clustering, they offered a natural abstraction for ensemble
task encoding and control with regards to accurate yet
flexible organizational features at different resolutions. In
many papers a realistic indoor multi path environment
classification developed for instance the approach used in
[97] was according to statistics of correlation which were
related to system bandwidth and grid spacing that illus-
trates a certain pattern that differentiates LOS open space
and LOS cluttered. The outcomes are essential for creating
a framework for developing a database of RF channel
fingerprints for indoor multi path environment classifica-
tion. In [98] With the purpose of considering the com-
plexity of indoor environment ensemble algorithm based
on regression tree in order to improve the accuracy, the
approach provided low localization error and the suggested
strategy seems that the computation cost is decreased by
utilizing smaller training subsets. Zhefu Wu et al designed
a Naive Bayes classifier-based indoor localization system
with propose to use CSI, their technique choose the most
reliable ones for the localization with reach 90% classifi-
cation accuracy. [99] Offered a kind of indoor matching
algorithm based on KNN and a multi-later constraint which
the accuracy of navigation system is improved by more
than 55% with only 0.4% final position error. There are a
number of other research in this field which demonstrates
using data mining methods to solve the INS problems.
5 Concluding remarks & future work
Accuracy/accuracy, availability, coverage, and minimal
costs for local installations are the requirements for appli-
cation environments. In order to get over this disadvantage,
a great portion of research approaches is needed to deal
with such problems. Considering the fast growth of IoT,
the biggest challenge is to examine the huge volumes of
data and draw out valuable knowledge or information for
future measures [109]. Data investments are still rising but
are also exhibiting some indications of decline.
The idea is transitioning toward certain effects to busi-
ness metrics and areas. This process of normalization can
reintroduce IT problems regarding leadership and skills for
data and leaders involved in analytics. There are many
problems when IoT, data mining and Indoor Navigation
System get together:
Accuracy Accuracy continues to be a highly difficult
area for numerous researchers. Although the main driver
for the majority of applications is INS accuracy, some
compromises may need to be made between accuracy and
some other performance metrics. Then we focused on the
studies which employ DM-based approaches for the indoor
navigation systems
Complexity The knowledge necessary to extract: the
knowledge is significantly covered in big amounts of data
the knowledge is also not simple. Thus we have to examine
the attributes of data finding the organization of them.
Data sharing How to mine incomplete and unclear data
with the aim of data applications. In data mining system,
one of the biggest difficulties is choosing an elective and
security solution to share data between various applications
and systems, due to the fact sensitive information, like




Access The challenge here is to access, taking out large
scale data from various locations of data storage. Here, we
have to deal with the heterogeneity, variety, as well as
noise of the data. Moreover, it is a major problem to find
the errors and even more challenging to remove them. How
to alter traditional algorithms to large data environment is a
major difficulty in data mining algorithms area.
Security Data mining system, privacy is very critical.
Privacy and security safeguard the data from illegal access
and privacy intrusion. Data mining system Security makes
data integrating, sharing, and mining more available to the
third part of developer.
This study regards strong and accurate indoor localiza-
tion as a major enabler of services which are location-
based. Real-time interaction between objects, users, and
Indoor Navigation systems, which includes the need for
accurate identification of activities and objects, is the major
function this kind of applications require. The paper deals
with remarkably accurate and efficient indoor positioning
as faced in indoor environments. Robust and accurate
indoor positioning is an important enabler for a wealth of
future location-based services, which range from supply-
chain administration and producing to health-care and
leisure activities. Accuracy will empower a numerous
modern location-based applications due to the fact such
accuracy levels basically allow for a practical interaction in
real-time between humans and indoor physical systems.
Data Mining enabling technologies like advanced multi-
processor computers, algorithms, huge databases with
attributes like proactive, prospective information delivery.
6 Conclusion
This study presented a comprehensive literature review on
data mining techniques for Indoor Navigation Systems in
IoT based scenarios. This ability paves the way for influ-
encing many applications areas, ranging from navigation to
marketing. Use of data mining techniques for any collec-
tion of data sets is so big and complicated that it will
become hard to process using traditional data processing
applications to the data analytics: the ways we draw out
information from the data, calculate it, and offer it for
decision-making. Data mining technologies are merged
with IoT technologies related to decision making. With
data mining techniques, indoor navigation systems are able
Table 7 The main research problems in INS that DM solutions have been used
DM
Techniques
Main target problems in INS REF
Decision tree Reduce the accumulated error, improve the generation ability and minimize the use of infrastructure with fuzzy
decision tree (FDT)
[95]
KNN Improve accuracy, adaptation and provide continuous position information based on k-nearest neighbor algorithm
(KNN)
[100]
SVM Increase the accuracy and decrease the costs, robust against noisy and large data set with a hybrid of the k-nearest
neighbors algorithm and the Multi-Class Support Vector Machines (KNN-SVM) model
[99]
Coarse-grained turn estimation can be performed with very high accuracy [101]
Clustering Offers a formalism for identifying with use of hierarchical effective reactive algorithms for navigating through the
combinatorial space in concert with geometric realizations for a particular choice of the hierarchical clustering
method
[96]
k-means K-Means clustering is proposed to automatically identify and discard transient high amplitude interferences and make
noise covariances estimation
[102]
Classification A realistic indoor multi path environment classification based on practical RF measurements that is a compromise
between accuracy and resources/complexity
[97]
Regression Improve robustness and accuracy, localization error and the computation complexity based on regression tree
Improvement in the positional accuracy base on Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
[98]
Support Vector Machine Regression (SVR) and Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) [103]
Bayesian
networks
Accurate localization and efficient navigation for emergency evacuation in indoor spaces based on Bayesian inference
localization
[104]
Nave Bayes Naive Bayes technique for localization provides better accuracy, resolves zero probability issue caused due to data
incompleteness
[105]
Develop a Naive Bayes classifier to Improve localization accuracy(environment noises, multi path effect) [106]
Deep learning Complex data handling processes base on deep learning approach evaluation [107]





to make more efficient decisions regarding marketing,
advertising, etc. these decisions will enable IPS to expand
themselves. This study is valuable for indoor localization
systems, for which a reduction of the necessary infras-
tructure is very significant while maintaining the needed
level of accuracy and strength. Data Mining can be
employed in various sectors of Indoor Positioning system
in order to both predict and discover trends. It is a proactive
solution for IPS looking to obtain a competitive advantage.
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